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As the introductory material indicates, this primer can in no way can serve as a substitute for a course in labor law and is only a cursory review of the issues arising under the National Labor Relations Act ("NLRA"). Although other labor-related legislation is considered in Chapter 17 and alluded to in Chapters 3 and 20, for the most part this chapter deals with union employer relations in a private sector setting. As with the chapter on contracts, this chapter could be simply assigned as an optional read or could be summarized in an entire part of the class in order to provide the In addition, we help employers create policies and procedures promoting positive employee relations. We have built our practice and earned our national reputation over the years by helping companies reduce workplace related litigation by educating management on legal trends, judicial developments, and statutory and regulatory compliance in the rapidly evolving area of workplace law. Our state of the art preventive law programs utilize the Firm s expertise and unmatched experience to evaluate employment trends and related litigation, minimizing the risk of exposure in future lawsuits. This Prim...